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Abstract 

It is very important for all enterprises to adjust their strategy implementation in different economic 

environment. The adoption of appropriate strategy will help enterprises to fulfill different requirements 

from the changing environment and pursue the profit-maximization. This research identifies the 

strategy implementation of Chinese SMEs at different economic stages from 1978 to 2022.  
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1. Introduction 

SMEs in China have continually changed their strategies in order to adjust to a varying economic 

situation. In general, there are three generic strategies applied by Chinese SMEs in the last five decades, 

namely defensive strategy, analysis strategy and prospective strategy. 

 

2. The Defensive Strategy  

The defensive strategy is shortsighted, conservative and risk-averse compared to the analysis strategy 

and prospective strategy. The defensive strategy usually attaches importance to strengthening the 

existing production lines and market niches, which enables SMEs to standardize and normalize the 

current producing and marketing situation. In general, the defenders would like to “wait and see” rather 

than “jumping on the boat” as prospectors in order to avoid the uncertain changes and risks. 

 

3. The Prospective Strategy 

The prospective strategy allows enterprises to constantly seek a new business opportunity, which 

includes changing production lines, initiating new products, providing new services, and generating 

new market niches. In a transitional economy, the companies who adopted prospective strategy will 

predict business changes ahead of their competitors and actively search for new approaches to deal 

with their business variations. Enterprises who applied prospective strategy can acutely identify more 

external threats and opportunities, and finally acquire more profits from such a transitional environment 

than less-proactive firms.  
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4. The Analysis Strategy 

The analysis strategy is a hybrid from prospective strategy and defensive strategy, which satisfies the 

requirements from both old and new environments. More precisely, the analysis strategy not only 

focuses on the extant situation of production and market, but also reacts to a new environment change 

and explores a new opportunity.  

 

5. The Strategy Implementation in the First Economic Stage (1978-2000) 

When the economic and institutional environment transformed from a centrally-planned economy into 

a market-oriented economy in 1978, it was regarded as volatile because of uncertain market risks and 

political arbitrariness. Moreover, there was intensive and hostile competition in China as a result of the 

deregulations and the lagged legal system. This was harmful for Chinese SMEs to grow. As the strong 

buffer provided by defensive strategy, SMEs in China were apt to implement defensive strategy to 

avoid unpredictable risks in the early stages of economic reform. On the other hand, Chinese SMEs 

who employed the defensive strategy would tend to cost-saving. As usual, these SMEs such as Original 

Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) stuck to the existing products, processes, and operations, which 

blocked their innovation capability like the creative production. However, with the increasing costs of 

human resources and raw materials as well as the reinforcement of innovation awareness, more 

attentions have been paid to the innovation improvement, resulting in a gradual replacement of the 

defensive strategy from 1978 to 2000. 

 

6. The Strategy Implementation in the Second Economic Stage (2001-2018) 

The increasing marketization and internationalization were triggered by the accession to WTO in 2001. 

SMEs in China developed from the traditionally passive and defensive strategy, and they were inclined 

to adopt more aggressive strategies. However, according to Ahlstrom and Bruton, the business 

environment for Chinese SMEs was still restricted by some institutional and non-marketing impacts. 

SMEs had to spend their limited resources on non-business practices like gift-giving and banquets to 

make a good connection and relationship with the government, which might provide a buffer for their 

weak legitimacy in the market. This was seen as a hindrance for the progress of SMEs and impeded 

Chinese SMEs practicing their business more proactively. Additionally, SMEs in China suffered from 

the 2008 global financial crisis. Therefore, compared with the aggressively prospective strategy and 

passively defensive strategy, the analysis strategy was adopted by most Chinese SMEs from 2001 to 

2018. 

 

7. The Strategy Implementation in the Third Economic Stage (2019-2022) 

The business performance of Chinese SMEs has been influenced dramatically due to the Covid-19 

pandemic and weak economic recovery. The effectiveness of analysis strategy, including refining the 

existent producing and marketing situation as well as reacting to new environment changes, is still 

working for SMEs in China to get out of this survival crisis. 

On the other hand, some strong SMEs with less effects or good recovery, intend to grow their business 

by innovation, expansion or differentiation. Generally, these SMEs with efficient production, good 

market planning and steady consumers help them to gain better performance than others. Furthermore, 

they are more likely to offer new products or services, update their production facilities and 

strategically reduce business procedures which in a mature or declining stage of production life cycle. 
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As a result, these SMEs implement the prospective strategy. This enables them to investigate new 

business opportunities as well as cope with negative environment influences.  

 

8. Conclusion 

In summary, the role of analysis strategy and prospective strategy has been increasingly crucial for 

Chinese SMEs since 2001. Most of the SMEs in China have changed from the adoption of defensive 

strategy to analysis strategy and prospective strategy in the second and third stages of economic 

development.  
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